
PSYCH REVIEW

Critics Consensus: Viewers don't need to be psychic to predict how this all ends, but Psych closes out at the peak of its
charm -- smartly honing in on the.

Except Shawn is a fraud. Dead bodies with some blood usually very little are shown, and brief violence with
weapons is depicted. The episode reunites various Twin Peaks veterans and almost every frame contains a
reference to David Lynch's dreamy TV masterpiece. Unfortunately, the other bad guys are much more thinly
sketched, even the ones whose backstory will make the most devoted fans sit upright when they first appear
onscreen. It's like that. Its structure is classic Psych, with mystery assailants, a break-in or two, a little
self-reflection, and rapid-fire pop culture references to make up for their absence. Other brands show up and
are mentioned by name, including Dunkin Donuts. Once you acclimatise to James Roday's manic performance
as Shawn , the comedic tone begins to feel like a welcome corrective to the grim police procedurals clogging
up the schedules. And yet, it works because Levi, who honed his accent in Thor: The Dark World, really sells
his bottle blond, bespoke menace. Funnier than most comedies, more thrilling than most crime mysteries.
Some cops are depicted as stubborn and dim-witted. The main characters also have a strong friendship. The
parents' guide to what's in this TV show. When trying to explain his job to an official, Shawn says: "You've
seen The Mentalist right? Roday and Hill play off each other beautifully. And Psych: The Movie delivers on
its potential, both as a holiday-adjacent comedy and as the springboard for a new USA subgenre. Each episode
begins with a flashback to Gus and Shawn's childhood, which helps explain their obsession with s pop culture
and endless store of in-jokes. Positive Messages The show's premise is based on a deception -- that the main
character is psychic. If the intention was to mould a methodical, serious-minded young man, it backfired
spectacularly â€” since Shawn is a prattling, self-dramatising dilettante. In fact the only one dangling is poor
Maggie Lawson who was unfortunately stuck with playing the straight man USA Network might have given
up on its breezy dramas as its main focus, but the cabler is optimistic about how well this fizzy fare could do
over the holiday season. Dule Hill, however, is a comic revelation. They even got Julee Cruise, singer of
Falling, the theme tune to Twin Peaks , to record a special version of the goofy Psych credits song. Roday and
Hill don't miss a beat. They work so well together it is uncanny. A live-action cartoon with a perfectly manic
performance from Roday and a perfectly straight-laced foil in Hill. But this isn't a major element of the show
-- it's more about getting to the bottom of the mystery. If the premise of a fake psychic helping the police
sounds familiar, you may have caught Channel 5's Simon Baker-starring The Mentalist , which debuted in the
US after Psych and was instantly successful. His psychically-induced spastic summations play like a much
less annoying Jim Carrey - back when Jim Carrey was the big thing. And that spirit carries through to Psych:
The Movie, where Roday and Hill reaffirm their standing as one of the great yet mostly unsung comedic duos.


